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Abstract
During the Cold War, the U.S. government experimented on American citizens without their permission. Although nonconsensual experiments are prohibited under the U. S. Constitution, U.S. law allows for waivers and exemptions of informed consent in U.S. government research. This paper examines how and why all major reforms efforts to ban nonconsensual experiments have failed. It examines emerging evidence of secret neuroweapons; neuroscience-based weapons that may be comparable to the atomic bomb and the significant danger of further nonconsensual experiments being carried out today. The paper also reviews the current debate on the persistent allegations that on-going nonconsensual government experiments are happening again and gives recommendations for future reform efforts.
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1. Introduction
During the Cold War, the U.S. government experimented on American citizens without their permission. The vastness of the human experimentation became clear only in 1994, when the U.S. General Accounting Office reported that hundreds of thousands of Americans were used in military-related experiments involving radiation, blister and nerve agents, biological agents, and LSD between 1940 and 1974.1

The 1995 Advisory Committee for Human Radiation Experiments (ACHRE) Final Report called for regulations to halt such human subject experimentation without informed consent.2 Top U.S. government officials - including Hazel O'Leary, Secretary of the U.S. Department of Energy - stated that such experiments should never happen again.3 Yet today, some officials still have the power to waive regulations requiring informed consent in classified government experiments.4 This paper examines how and

---


1 Eileen Welsome, Plutonium Files: America's secret medical experiments in the Cold War (New York, NY: Dial Press, 1999), 211.
3 Project MKULTRA, the CIA’s Program of Research in Behavioral Modification before the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research of the Committee on Human Resources United States Senate, 95th Congress. p.1 (Washington: U.S. GPO, 1977). See also Welsome, Plutonium Files, 474. n.1 above.
4 45 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Protection of Human Subjects, 46.101(j), (Effective 19 August, 1991). 46.101(j) states in part: Unless otherwise required by law, department or agency heads may waive the applicability of some or all of the provisions of this policy to specific research activities or classes or research activities otherwise covered by this policy. See also EO No 13,470, Further Amendments to
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why U.S. reform efforts to ban nonconsensual experiments in classified experiments continue to fail despite the strong ethical and constitutional basis for a consent requirement.

This paper also examines the emerging development of new secret weapons, called neuroweapons, and the need for research involving human subjects. Neuroweapons, which are based on neuroscience, are 'weapons of selective deception and manipulation.' They 'affect the brain and nervous system and provide some advantage in a conflict.' Neuroweapons research includes 'mind-machine interfaces ("neural prosthetics") that will enable pilots and soldiers to control high-tech weapons by thought alone.' Several experts have argued that such weapons could have far-reaching and transformative implications similar to the societal impact of the atomic bomb; therefore nonconsensual experiments for national security research will continue to be a significant contemporary problem. This paper focuses on U.S. neuroweapons research because the U.S. is conducting more neuroscience research than any other major country and U.S. experts believe it is time for public discourse on the emerging development of neuroweapons. Neuroweapons and the older term, mind control weapons, (which were being explored in the CIA's Cold War mind control programs) are used interchangeably in this paper.

Section 2 presents a summary of the Cold War nonconsensual experiments. Section 3 discusses the ethical basis for a consent requirement in U.S. research and the U.S. government's reliance on ethics for preventing nonconsensual experiments during the Cold War. It briefly presents the new field of neuroethics as applied to neuroweapons. With a focus on the consent requirement, section 4 briefly discusses international experimentation law and its influence on U.S. law while section 5 examines U.S. experimentation law. Section 6 addresses obstacles to a consent requirement in secret research, including the influence of powerful lobbies, concentration of power in the executive branch, excessive secrecy, and misleading rhetoric. It analyses the government's post 9-11 emphasis on ethics to prevent further nonconsensual experiments. Section 7 discusses the reform efforts resulting from the public exposure of Cold War experiments and the failure to ban nonconsensual experiments. Section 8 reviews the current debate over whether neuroweapons could be developed and whether the persistent allegations of nonconsensual experiments for the development of neuroweapons could be true. Section 9 presents some concluding remarks and recommendations for future reforms.


Neuroscience consists of 'the multidisciplinary sciences that analyse the nervous system to understand the biological basis for behavior.' Larry Squire, ed., Fundamental Neuroscience, (Boston, Mass: Academic Press/Elsevier, 2008), 3.


2. The Cold War experiments

The personal stories of human subjects in Cold War experiments illustrate the devastating human toll of a government policy allowing secret nonconsensual experiments. The first of two major Cold War experimentation efforts occurred as a result of the development of the atomic bomb by the U.S. in the mid-1940s. A newspaper series in the early 1990s described secret radiation experiments on 18 Americans who were injected with plutonium between 1945 and 1947.\textsuperscript{11} Their lives dramatically changed for the worse: for example Elmer Allen, a railroad porter, was never able to work enough to support his family after the injection.\textsuperscript{12} 'He would suffer epileptic seizures, alcoholism and eventually be diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic - a mental illness his family doctor said cantered partly on his feelings about how he had been used.'\textsuperscript{13} The shocking personal accounts led to the public exposure of a wide variety of government programs involving radiation experiments.\textsuperscript{14} Many of the experiments were poorly designed and researchers feared publicity and lawsuits.\textsuperscript{15} The variety of radiation experiments included boys at the Walter E. Fernald State School being fed radioactive oatmeal; pregnant women being given 'radioactive iron cocktails' along with their prenatal vitamins without their knowledge at Vanderbilt University,\textsuperscript{16} and prisoners in Oregon and Washington State having their 'testicles irradiated.'\textsuperscript{17} The Army, Navy, and Air Force exposed soldiers to atomic bomb detonations in experiments to improve fighting capabilities for nuclear wars.\textsuperscript{18} Army private, James Gates (who was 18 years old in 1955) was told he would be in 'special training in chemical and biological warfare' but instead was sent to Nevada for atomic bomb testing.\textsuperscript{19} He was told 'being only a half-mile from the explosions was harmless', but later 'saw the flesh torn from his left arm and leg.'\textsuperscript{20}

The second major Cold War experimentation effort involved the CIA's 25-year secret program of mind control experiments conducted in response to the 1940s and 1950s Soviet and Chinese communist brainwashing scare.\textsuperscript{21} The massive experimentation program involved several thousand human subjects in several countries and resulted in deaths, injuries, and violations of human rights and civil liberties.\textsuperscript{22} CIA mind control research took place in more than 80 institutions.\textsuperscript{23} The secret experimentation program investigated a long list of mind control techniques including lobotomies, electric shock therapy, hypnosis, brain implants, drugs and torture.\textsuperscript{24} The 1957 report of a CIA inspector general concluded that the mind manipulation programs were unethical and illegal, but should be continued and kept secret not only from the
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enemy but also from the American public to avoid public and international outcry.\textsuperscript{25}

Most of the documents about the mind control experiments were destroyed in 1973 on orders from CIA director Richard Helms but some documents were overlooked and later became public.\textsuperscript{26} One of the infamous CIA mind control programs with the code name 'MKULTRA' became known to the public through a 1975 executive branch report known as the Rockefeller Commission Report. MKULTRA was an extensive program that included 149 sub-projects.\textsuperscript{27} It began in 1953 'with funding hidden to all except the top CIA echelon'.\textsuperscript{28} The military also tested drugs on non-consenting military personnel. One victim was a U.S. Air Force officer, Lloyd Gamble, who in 1957 volunteered for 'testing gas masks', but who learned in 1975, 'he and 1,000 other soldiers were actually given LSD.'\textsuperscript{29} Gamble subsequently suffered 'blackouts, periods of deep depression, acute anxiety and violent behaviour.'\textsuperscript{30} In order to understand how Cold War experiments went so terribly wrong for so many victims, the next section begins with an examination of Cold War ethical standards and practices for secret U.S. government research involving human subjects.

3. The ethical basis for informed consent of human subjects in research

The Nuremberg Code is a widely known ethics code formulated after World War II as a consequence of the Nuremberg Trials; a series of military tribunals held by the victorious Allied forces.\textsuperscript{31} The Doctors' Trial which took place from 1946 to 1947 involved charges against twenty German doctors and included war crimes and crimes against humanity for the infamous Nazi concentration camp experiments on prisoners during World War II.\textsuperscript{32} The human experiments were designed to advance the Nazi war effort and included prisoners suffering tremendously while suffocating to death from the low oxygen levels simulating high altitude flying by German Air Force pilots.\textsuperscript{33} The revelation of the Nazi experiments made headline news around the world. For example, in 1946, the American Medical Association (AMA) responded by stating that human subjects must give voluntary consent in scientific research.\textsuperscript{34} The Nuremberg Code consists of 10 principles that are listed in the final judgment of the Doctor's Trial.\textsuperscript{35} Most U.S. doctors and researchers who are involved with research involving human subjects should know of the Nuremberg Code and its first rule: 'The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.'\textsuperscript{36}

Leo Alexander and Andrew Ivy were the main medical expert witnesses for the prosecution in the Nuremberg medical trials and 'the primary sources of the principles
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upon which the Nuremberg Code is based.\textsuperscript{37} In the Nuremberg trials, Alexander submitted that in experiments involving human subjects, a physician must follow the Hippocratic Oath.\textsuperscript{38} The Hippocratic Oath describes the physician's duty to treat the patient and to do no harm. Ivy testified at the Nuremberg trials that the AMA standard of voluntary consent was the common practice before 1946.\textsuperscript{39} However, Ivy was wrong: before the Nuremberg Trials, U.S. research practices did not adhere to an absolute consent requirement and this did not change after the Nuremberg Code.\textsuperscript{40}

### 3.1 Ethical standards for informed consent

Federal funding for U.S. biomedical research expanded enormously during and after World War II.\textsuperscript{41} The Nuremberg Code was largely ignored during the Cold War and, in most cases; national security outweighed the patient's rights.\textsuperscript{42} The misguided belief about the Nuremberg Code held by most Cold War researchers was that it was 'a good code for barbarians but an unnecessary code for ordinary physician-scientists.'\textsuperscript{43} Several prominent researchers were interviewed about their Cold War research with some admitting ethical rules and obtaining informed consent were too cumbersome, interfered with publishing research and having a successful career. Patients were not told that their medical treatment was actually experimental research. Moreover, the highest levels of government condoned the practice of nonconsensual unethical experiments: CIA director Helms, mentioned above, for example answered 'we have no moral answer' to the question of national security experiments on unwitting subjects.\textsuperscript{45}

ACHRE members authored an AMA article, the abstract of which stated: 'Today, consensus exists that duties to obtain informed consent apply to all human subjects, whether healthy or sick, regardless of the risk or potential for medical benefit from participation in the research and regardless of the nature of sponsorship or funding (e.g., federal, military, or private).\textsuperscript{46} Nearly half a century after the Nuremberg Trials, the Nuremberg Code's absolute consent requirement has been further clarified for U.S. medical researchers and an absolute consent requirement is again officially considered a fundamental ethical principle in the U.S. The ethical response to the Cold War moral viewpoint is that today, even national security experiments can be carried out ethically.\textsuperscript{47} The Cold War governments conducted nonconsensual experiments on a vast scale despite the 1946 AMA public statement and other ethical mandates requiring informed consent. The fundamental weakness of ethics codes, such as the Nuremberg Code, is that they provide voluntary guidelines only. When researchers violate the Nuremberg Code, victims have no legal recourse. As U.S. officials have stated, the goal of reforms after the Cold War experiments was to prevent such experiments from happening again. Therefore a legally
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binding absolute consent requirement for classified research seems essential for adequate human subject protections.

3.2 The new neuroethics and neuroweapons

When the CIA mind control experiments became public in the mid-1970s, the serious threat to fundamental human rights posed by mind control research became apparent and some legal experts argued that international laws should be substantially strengthened to include protection for the mind against the new science of control. However, this did not happen and now, more than 25 years later, there is a similar warning from a short but influential book describing the need for neuroethics and public discussions about neuroweapons. A wide variety of experts agree on the requirement of 'vigorous protection of at least one non-negotiable premise when considering the appropriate security applications of neuroscience. . . . no-one else should be able to decide what goes into my brain or who "reads" it.' The ethical concept of the inviolability of one's body is a widely accepted principle in medicine and law. One's body now also specifically includes one's brain, mind and personality. With the tremendous growth in neuroscience research and the possibility of related developments leading to neuroweapons; academic participants in a recent discussion agreed that it was time to develop a law of the brain treaty.

The U.S. government continues to emphasise ethics as fundamental for human subject protections; although it can be argued that legally binding protection of human subjects are needed. The next section examines how the Nuremberg Code became a part of international law prohibiting nonconsensual experimentation.

4. International Experimentation Law

The Nuremberg Code's consent principle became part of international law to ensure that the inhumane experiments carried out by the Nazi regime mentioned earlier never happened again. The United Nations General Assembly adopted the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in 1966, whose Article 7 provides: 'No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific experimentation.' The United States ratified the ICCPR in 1992 and submitted the U.S. government initial compliance report as required by the treaty. The report stated that some Cold War radiation experiments would have amounted to a violation of the ICCPR. Because the 'Covenant is hobbled by weak implementation provisions,' Article 7 ICCPR is inaccessible and therefore, in effect, a legal right
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without a remedy. International experimentation law has significant gaps in its coverage because there is no international law banning nonconsensual experiments that are conducted in times of peace.57 ‘Unlawful medical experimentation is subsumed in crimes against humanity and in war crimes, . . . [but not] in time of peace, . . . [unless it] rises to the level of genocide or crimes against humanity. . . . It also falls within the meaning of torture.’58 International experimentation law has significant gaps in its coverage because it is not yet specifically recognized as an international crime when committed in peace-time.59 Nevertheless, unlawful human experimentation is in principle a crime.60 To close the legal gaps, a UN convention prohibiting nonconsensual experiments was proposed61 but was never adopted.62 The serious gaps in international experimentation law remain unchanged today.

However, a recent positive development is the adoption in 1998 of the Rome Statute establishing the International Criminal Court (ICC). Article 7 of the Statute, which defines ‘crimes against humanity’, includes the heading ‘other inhumane acts.’63 Significantly, the delegations agreed that: ‘Unlawful human experimentation and particularly violent assaults were two possibilities considered likely to fall within this heading [other inhumane acts].’64 The legacy of the Nuremberg Code is continuing; although weakly, as unlawful human experimentation is not specifically listed as a crime in the ICC’s Statute. For the first time, however, Article 7(1)(k) of the Rome Statute provides a fundamental legal right with a legal remedy for victims of nonconsensual experiments.65 So far, 121 countries are parties to the Statute,66 but the United States and several other major countries have not ratified the Statute and do not fall under the ICC’s jurisdiction. Consequently, Article 7(1)(k) of the Rome Statute does not provide a legal right or remedy for victims of U.S. nonconsensual experiments. Nevertheless, for the first time an international law banning nonconsensual experiments is enforceable in some cases and it can therefore serve as a significant legal standard for a U.S. criminal statute banning nonconsensual experiments.

In conclusion, it can be said that international experimentation law has led the way through its ground-breaking legal protections; although even international protections themselves remain weak because the gaps in coverage still remain.

5. U.S. experimentation law

The norm for human subject protections in classified research remains a utilitarian approach to the Nuremberg Code’s absolute informed consent requirement. For example, in the 1950s U.S. Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson signed a top-secret
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Department of Defense (DOD) memorandum, known as the Wilson memorandum. Although the memorandum (a policy for human military experiments relating to atomic, biological and chemical warfare) included 'the principles of the Nuremberg Code,' it remained secret until 1975 and was widely disregarded. Despite this utilitarian approach, nonconsensual human experimentation is a violation of the U.S. Constitution:

"Fourth Amendment proscription against unreasonable searches and seizures (including seizing a person’s body), the Fifth Amendment’s proscription against depriving one of life, liberty or property without due process, and the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition against the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment."

Furthermore, U.S. courts have consistently ruled that nonconsensual experiments violate the U.S. Constitution:

'no right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded, by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of others, unless by clear and unquestionable authority of law.'

Nevertheless, the limited number of U.S. court decisions involving human experiments from the 1940s to the 1990s reflect society's acceptance of medical advances, national security and fewer regulations at the expense of human subject protections. One expert provided two reasons for the lack of court cases and their decisions that reflect an acceptance of nonconsensual experiments; first, U.S. researchers did not consider the Nazi experiments and the Nuremberg Code's absolute consent requirement as applicable to U.S. research involving human subjects; and second, the ethics in practice at the time were utilitarian. Throughout the 1990s and to the present time, this trend of limited numbers of U.S. court cases and their decisions allowing for nonconsensual experiments has continued.

Several U.S. federal court cases dated after the mid-1990s made clear that the specific act of conducting nonconsensual experiments violated the U.S. Constitution. 'The Constitution and more specifically, the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment clearly established a right to be free from non-consensual, governmental experimentation on one's body'. Because of the huge legal and governmental obstacles, the U.S. court system provided access to legal liability or compensation to only a very few of the hundreds of thousands of Cold War victims. Legal experts explained that most Cold War victims were unable to overcome government secrecy and rules that consistently favoured national security. As a result, legal justice for the radiation victims was possible only through acts of compensation by President Clinton or Congress. However, one can argue that compensation for violations of the U.S. Constitution
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provided only through two branches of government easily swayed by political concerns is not justice.

Likewise, a 1975 presidential commission judged the CIA’s LSD experiments on unwitting persons were illegal under U.S. law. However, most lawsuits involving the second major Cold war program have also ended in failure for the victims. For example, the U.S. government only notified a few of the unwitting victims of the MKULTRA program. A 1980s lawsuit included documents showing that for the victims of the MKULTRA program, only 14 were ever notified and only one was compensated - for $15,000. In 2010, military veterans sued the CIA over experiments involving brain implants ‘to turn humans into robot-like assassins.’ The lawsuit included a request for the CIA to produce further information on a 1961 CIA document written by a top scientist who described successful remote control animal experiments and plans for experiments to determine if the same could be done on humans. The CIA responded that any related CIA documents must remain classified to protect national security. This on-going case illustrates that the CIA’s national security policy can have the effect of hindering and preventing many lawsuits from moving forward for lack of evidence.

A more recent major government program involved the waiver of informed consent by U.S. troops required to take investigational drugs, (which are drugs that have not been approved for general use by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) but are undergoing clinical testing on human subjects) during the military’s Desert Shield operation of the Gulf War in the early 1990s. The FDA granted the waiver to the DOD for drugs to protect soldiers from possible biological warfare. The drugs have been cited as a cause of Gulf War Syndrome by a significant number of Gulf War veterans. In a federal court case, a U.S. district judge found that the need for successful military missions was ‘sufficient to justify the exception to informed consent’ and the waiver of informed consent did not violate ‘the Fifth Amendment liberty interest of servicemen.

Today, the U.S. justice system for experimentation law is so inaccessible or unworkable that an individual’s right to be free of nonconsensual experimentation can be considered a right without a remedy in the courts. The U.S. Constitution provides an individual the right to be free from nonconsensual experiments, but in practice a statute is necessary to enforce one’s constitutional rights. A statute can provide enforceable human subject protections that can compensate individuals for nonconsensual experiments, punish the criminal acts of researchers, and deter further nonconsensual experiments. The next section provides an explanation as to why a criminal statute banning nonconsensual experiments is essential for ensuring adequate human subject protections.
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5.1 Human subject protections through Congress

Under U.S. law, a combination of two main legal processes is required to provide for human subject protections in classified research. The first process is passing a bill through Congress, which has the legal authority to legislate human subject protections and oversight for classified research. Under the U.S. Constitution, Congress can pass legislation defining CIA activities (including a ban on nonconsensual experiments):

‘The CIA like every other agency of the federal government possesses only that authority which the Constitution or duly enacted statutes confer on it. And like every other agency, it is subject to any prohibitions or restraints which the Constitution and applicable statutes impose on it.’

Since 2005, the Office for the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), not the CIA director, is in charge of the Intelligence Community (IC) and must ‘effectively integrate foreign, military and domestic intelligence in defence of the homeland and of United States interests abroad.’ However this has not changed the principle described above.

Statutes known as implementing statutes can direct federal agencies to establish and administer federal rules for human subject protections. For example, Senator Edward Kennedy’s National Research Act of 1974 enabled the Department of Health Education and Welfare (HEW), now called the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to issue the 1974 federal regulations, which addressed inter alia informed consent of the research participant and other human subject protections.

However, several bills with more substantial human subjects’ protections did not pass, including legislation that would have established a national board for independent oversight of government-funded research involving human subjects. Instead, compromise legislation established the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research (National Commission). The National Commission (which has since been replaced by several subsequent commissions,) provided weak human subject protections because it was an advisory board whose recommendations were voluntary and its report topics focused on ethical guidelines rather than legal rights.

The 1974 federal regulations were revised twice and the current federal regulation on human subject protections is the 1991 Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, known as the Common Rule. It was adopted by 18 federal departments including the military and the IC. A presidential executive order (EO) requires the IC to follow the Common Rule for both classified and unclassified experiments. The
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Common Rule includes a provision allowing federal agency heads and directors to waive 'any requirement of the Common Rule' - including the informed consent requirement - 'for any kind of human subject research.'\(^2\) Since the Common Rule also includes a section allowing a statute or executive order to override the notification and publication requirements, the waiver can take place in secret.\(^3\) The waiver and secrecy provisions in effect condone and legalise further nonconsensual experiments similar to those which occurred during the Cold War.

### 5.2 Human subject protections through presidential directives

The second legal process relating to human subject protections in classified research involves presidential directives; such as the current EO directing the IC to follow the Common Rule. 'For over a century the Supreme Court has held that executive orders, when based upon legitimate constitutional or statutory grants of power to the President, are equivalent to laws.'\(^4\) In 1976, as a result of the public exposure of CIA nonconsensual experiments, President Gerald Ford issued an EO that required intelligence agencies to follow the HEW experimentation regulations.\(^5\) Several similar EOs have been issued, the most recent being the 2008 George W. Bush EO which included a section on human experimentation requiring intelligence agencies to follow the HHS regulations, namely the Common Rule:

\[2.10\] Human Experimentation. No element of the Intelligence Community shall sponsor, contract for, or conduct research on human subjects except in accordance with guidelines issued by the Department of Health and Human Services. The subject's informed consent shall be documented as required by those guidelines.\(^6\)

The Bush EO sounds like a ban on nonconsensual experiments but the waiver provision of the Common Rule in effect legally nullifies any ban. Likewise, a presidential memorandum (which is another type of presidential directive) was issued by President Clinton which banned nonconsensual experiments.\(^7\) However, EOs and memorandums must meet two requirements before courts will enforce them: first, the EO must have been issued per a congressional authorisation; second, the EO must clearly state intent 'to create a private right of action.'\(^8\) Neither the Clinton memorandum nor the Bush EO meet the second criteria. A general statement is routinely included in presidential directives so that the directives are 'not judicially enforceable'\(^9\) but merely a legal right without a remedy. In the case of experimentation law, presidential directives offer human subject protections an empty legal promise.

Presidential directives have another inherent serious legal weakness: any Presidential EO and memorandum can be modified or rescinded at any point in the
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future at the incumbent President's discretion.\textsuperscript{100} As a result, even if the President banned nonconsensual experiments through an EO; the ban would remain in effect only until a future President decided to rescind the ban. By contrast, a statute could provide much stronger human subject protections, as statutes remain in effect until repealed by Congress and the executive branch is unable to alter or influence them. In addition, longstanding judicial doctrine holds that when an executive order conflicts with a statute enacted pursuant to Congress's constitutional authority, the statute takes precedence.\textsuperscript{101}

Another argument for a federal statute providing the best opportunity to ensure lasting human subject protections is that it could include sanctions: as unlawful experimentation is a criminal act, legal sanctions are vital.\textsuperscript{102} To summarise, a statute offering protections with substance and meaning for the human subjects of government research should include the following components: i) a uniform system allowing for the private right to sue; ii) criminal penalties for conducting illegal research on human subjects; and iii) compensation for the human subjects of illegal research. The next section describes the obstacles that have prevented the implementation of a legal ban on nonconsensual experiments.

6. Obstacles to reform

Today, the current system of EOs allowing for waivers of consent reveals a continuing pattern of utilitarian human subject protections that are in name only. By contrast, a criminal statute would go far in preventing the lack of justice or compensation that most Cold War victims subsequently endured and in preventing further nonconsensual experiments. However, there are many obstacles to the implementation of such a statute, which are discussed in turn below. They include the influence of powerful lobbies, concentration of power in the executive branch, excessive secrecy, and misleading rhetoric.

6.1 The influence of powerful lobbies

The influence of powerful lobbies is one key obstacle to reform. Indeed, national security interests played a part in establishing exceptions and exemptions to the consent requirement in experimentation rules and regulations. The military branches enacted rules for human experimentation in the early 1960s which included a consent requirement with exemptions allowing for nonconsensual experiments in some cases. The exemptions allowing for nonconsensual experiments seem to provide an explanation for the lack of opposition to the consent requirement at the time.\textsuperscript{103} The military rules stated that the written consent requirement did not apply if the intent was to benefit the patient, if the studies were training exercises, and 'when deception is involved and consent would compromise the value of the data.'\textsuperscript{104} Deployment of over 200,000 men to atomic test shots from 1953 to 1962, and involving medical monitoring, were often not called human experiments but training exercises.\textsuperscript{105}

A 1987 Supreme Court case debated this question of whether such military activity was a training exercise or an experiment. James Stanley had been given LSD
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without his consent as part of an army program and 'suffered severe personality changes.' The army denied any compensation and Stanley filed a lawsuit, alleging negligence in the administration, supervision, and follow-up monitoring of the drug research program. Justice Scalia, who wrote the majority opinion of the divided 5-4 decision, ruled against Stanley’s claim for recovery. Scalia held that the Feres doctrine applied: members of the military are barred from recovering damages from the U.S. government under the Federal Tort Claims Act for injuries that 'arise out of or are in the course of activity incident to service.' The Feres doctrine originated from a prior Supreme Court ruling and remains one of the major roadblocks to justice and compensation for injurious government acts, including nonconsensual human experiments, in U.S. courts today. This doctrine and the multitude of similar governmental and judicial rules have the effect of re-enforcing the message that secret nonconsensual government experiments can be conducted with impunity. Dissenting Justice O’Connor, on the other hand, cited the Nuremberg Code’s first rule that voluntary consent was absolutely essential. According to O’Connor, the U.S. government should face liability despite the Feres doctrine and the unwitting victims of such egregious government acts should be compensated according to the U.S. Constitution’s Fifth Amendment.

The Stanley case illustrates the stark contrast of positions regarding human experiments and national security at the highest levels of the U.S. government. Although this on-going legal debate is closely divided; national security concerns have nearly always won at the expense of constitutionally protected human rights.

Public response to unethical and nonconsensual human experiments in the 1960s forced some changes in federal rules and regulations. Since then, medical and pharmaceutical interests - as well as national security interests - have blocked any reform efforts. Drug companies in the U.S., Europe and Canada distributed thalidomide - an investigational drug with sedative effects on humans - to physicians, who prescribed the drug to pregnant women who subsequently gave birth to infants with missing or deformed limbs. In response, the 1962 Kefauver-Harris amendments to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act were passed, and required that informed consent be obtained in the testing of investigational drugs. 'Massive criticism from organized medicine and individual practitioners of high stature, as well as from the drug industry' led to the amendments that included an exception to the requirement of informed consent if researchers 'deem it not feasible or, in their best professional judgment, contrary to the best interests of such human beings.' Commenting on the waiver, the ACHRE Final Report, 173 & 189. n.2 above. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act Amendments, 21 United States Code (USC) section 355 (1962). Available at http://www.hss.energy.gov/HealthSafety/ohre/roadmap/achre/chap3_2.html. Last accessed 3 March 2012.
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report stated: "Congress carefully avoided interfering in the doctor-patient relationship and in the process severely reduced the effectiveness of the requirement." This exception to informed consent was likely to be the precedent for establishing the loophole allowing a waiver of consent in the current federal regulations on human experiments. From the 1960s through the 1980s, experimentation reforms maintained the status quo allowing for nonconsensual experiments.

In the past few decades, the medical community and pharmaceutical industry lobbying efforts have been highly successful in blocking human experimentation reform legislation. Since the ACHRE final report was released, several congressional bills were proposed but never passed. For example, Ohio Senator John Glenn's congressional bill, the Human Research Subject Protection Act of 1997, promised to include the nation's first criminal sanctions for a medical researcher's failure to obtain consent from people participating in experiments. Glenn's bill included penalties for violators, who 'on conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both' but these provisions were criticised by the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers Association of America, the bill had little support and did not pass. Since 2000, Representative Diane Degette of Colorado has introduced several bills on human experimentation, including a 2009 bill. However, Degette's Human Research Subject Protections Act of 2000 'did not have the immediate endorsement of either the drug industry or the American Medical Association, two major players on any health care legislation before Congress.' Furthermore, as discussed above, a waiver of consent was issued during the Gulf War. It was widely criticised and in response Congress passed legislation so that 'the President may waive the informed consent requirement for military personnel engaged in a particular military operation in certain situations.'

Congress has passed legislation allowing for waivers of consent during the Gulf War but not one statute has passed that would prevent nonconsensual experiments from happening again; including the most egregious and unconstitutional Cold War experiments. In practice, Congress is gridlocked on experimentation reforms by the combination of lobbying interests that favour less oversight and regulation at the expense of human subject protections. Most importantly for future reform efforts, the struggle between Congress and the executive branch over national security legislation is...
continuing.\textsuperscript{124}

6.2 **Concentration of power in the executive branch**

The concentration of power in the executive branch is another major obstacle to reform. Since World War II, classified human experiments have been considered an intelligence matter and experimentation law is best understood by examining how Congress and the President have legislated national security policy. A fundamental pattern of congressional acquiescence and presidential pre-emption is found in most national security legislation. This pattern is critical for understanding the continuing legal weaknesses inherent in experimentation law for classified research.

Nothing in the U.S. Constitution unambiguously gives a President control over intelligence matters at the expense of congressional control. However, Presidents have historically pre-empted congressional efforts to gain control over intelligence matters and Congress has acquiesced. For example, the 1970s Senate Church Committee hearings on the CIA's MKULTRA experiments included the argument that 'intelligence should be governed by both Congress and the president with the same system of checks and balances that applied to any other policy area.' However, this did not happen. As a result of a fundamental pattern of executive institutional power, Presidents have moved to fill in the gaps in authorising legislation with their own interpretations, outflank congressional efforts to impose more substantive restrictions, and maintain the initiative in important policy areas.\textsuperscript{125}

After the CIA's mind control experiments were exposed, President Ford issued a 1976 EO for intelligence agencies including human subject protections that pre-empted Edward Kennedy's legislative attempts at reform.\textsuperscript{126} Since then, initiating and developing policy by presidential directives has been an easier political task than the legislative compromises and failed attempts to pass a bill through Congress. The pattern of congressional acquiescence and presidential pre-emption provides an explanation for today's EO that directs the IC to follow the Common Rule, rather than a statute that bans nonconsensual experiments. Thus, human subject protections for classified research are inherently weak and inadequate.

The pattern of presidential pre-emption and congressional acquiescence has also extended to congressional oversight of national security issues. The executive branch worked to 'prevent legislative action that would permanently inscribe congressional oversight into law.'\textsuperscript{127} Thus, Ford was able to deflect the move toward a legislative charter by establishing his own investigating body (the Rockefeller Commission). In the late 1970s, Congress passed legislation that shifted its oversight powers for human subject protections to an executive branch commission - the President's Commission - and several subsequent presidential commissions have maintained weak oversight duties.\textsuperscript{128}

Executive branch oversight duties developed into nearly complete control over the implementation of human subject protections. For example, President Obama ordered his Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues to investigate the recently discovered archived documents that described unethical nonconsensual human
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experiments conducted by the U.S. in Guatemala in the late 1940s. Obama also mandated a review of U.S. experimentation rules to determine if human subject protections are adequate today. On 14 December 2011, Obama's Commission issued its report and found that in federally sponsored research:

The current U.S. system provides substantial protections for the health, rights, and welfare of research subjects and, in general, serves to "protect people from harm or unethical treatment" when they volunteer to participate as subjects in scientific studies. However, some experts disagreed with the Commission report because it did not address the rules allowing for nonconsensual experiments that are still in place.

Moreover, the title of the report, 'Moral Science: Protecting Participants in Human Subjects Research', is reflective of the report's overwhelming emphasis on ethics in research involving human subjects, rather than emphasizing the legal rights of human subjects in government research. One can argue that the Commission failed Obama's mandate to determine whether human subject protections are adequate and the public may pay the price with further nonconsensual experiments.

Since the 1970s, the executive branch has diverted congressional reform efforts, resulting in a concentration of power in the executive branch with little accountability: the executive branch can promulgate legal rules for weak human subject protections, secretly conduct classified nonconsensual experiments, and implement weak oversight. Never before has the overt power of the executive branch over human subject protections been so great. The next section further illustrates how the government's utilitarian Cold War policy allowing nonconsensual experiments is continuing into the post 9-11 era, even as it becomes more entrenched and thus condoned.

6.3 Excessive secrecy

The Cold War policy of excessive secrecy is continuing today and is eroding public trust in government regarding secret research involving human subjects. In the 1990s, declassified government documents proved that during the Cold War, top officials at the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), the DOD and other agencies 'argued vigorously' that to protect national security, human radiation experiments must be classified as secret to avoid lawsuits and bad publicity. Similarly, in the 1990s, Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary held a meeting about releasing secret government documents in response to a freedom of information act request on radiation experiments. 'All the senior officials present argued against releasing materials on the experiments, warning that it would only fuel a widening scandal and wound the department’s reputation. O'Leary overruled them.' Furthermore, in 1997, executive branch officials for the radiation experiments investigation stated that 'our interagency working group, which did include eight
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agencies, including the CIA, the D of D and the Department of Energy, are unaware of any secret, classified experiments of any sort involving human subjects research going on today.\textsuperscript{134} The ACHRE Final Report recommended declassifying the remaining classified CIA documents on MKULTRA and related programs, including documents that referenced radiation. 'So long as documents about secret human experiments are withheld from the public, it will be impossible to put to rest distrust with the conduct of government.'\textsuperscript{135} Nevertheless, most of the documents have remained classified. Likewise, given that O'Leary's experience is a further indication that the Cold War secrecy policy is continuing, public trust in the interagency working group statement may prove to be highly limited.

Excessive secrecy methods surrounding the CIA mind control experiments have also delayed investigation and reform efforts. CIA director Stansfield Turner stated that the CIA's mind control programs had ended in the 1960s but new declassified documents revealed that another 'full-scale' 'super-secret behavioural-control project' had continued into the 1970s.\textsuperscript{136} Turner either lied or was not aware of this CIA mind control program. In either case, this is a serious act of misconduct by a major executive branch official and, unlike MKULTRA and other CIA mind control programs whose details were declassified; the details of this project have remained classified. Nevertheless, the CIA was not a rogue agency; rather most historians now conclude that the White House or executive branch gave orders for mind control experiments and other CIA misdeeds.\textsuperscript{137}

The executive branch makes use of what has been called plausible deniability; which allows the U.S. government to deny involvement in illegal U.S. government acts and covert policies such as Cold War experiments and extraordinary rendition.\textsuperscript{138} President Eisenhower formalised the procedure of plausible deniability in 1955.\textsuperscript{139} It enables the President and executive branch officials to continue to deny and cover up nonconsensual experiments and hamper congressional investigations and reforms.

Thus, the National Security Council (NSC) members made decisions regarding CIA activities, leaving the President with the ability to 'maintain some White House control' while plausibly denying presidential responsibility. In light of the considerations above, it can be concluded that today, statements by the executive branch regarding secret mind control research, national security and nonconsensual experiments are highly questionable.

6.4 Misleading rhetoric

A final major obstacle to reform is the misleading rhetoric surrounding human subject protections. The ACHRE's AMA statement cited above on the ethical requirement of the absolute informed consent in U.S. research is an example of misleading rhetoric that gives the false impression that human subject protections are adequate when in fact they
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are not. Most people have taken U.S. government official statements at face value. Guatemalan President Colom recently described the unethical, nonconsensual U.S. experiments conducted in his country in the 1940s as a crime against humanity and concluded: 'We are aware that this is not the policy of the United States'. However, guest speakers at a Bioethics Commission meeting addressed the Guatemalan experiments and admitted that 'the kind of unethical medical studies that occurred half a century ago could still happen again despite more than 1,000 rules and regulations that should prevent such abuses'.

The misleading rhetoric continues to originate from the highest levels of government. Obama wrote: 'As President, I have often said that I have no greater responsibility than protecting the American people.' However, this is arguably 'a paternalistic invention that is historically unfounded and potentially damaging to the political heritage of the nation.' The presidential oath of office states that the President's supreme responsibility is to 'preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States.' The U.S. Constitution imposes burdensome limits on government authority and guarantees various rights in order to advance individual freedom rather than collective security. However, the national security imperative has nearly always outweighed 'burdensome' human subject protections.

Nonconsensual experiments are an unavoidable cost of protecting national security: this is the unspoken belief behind the inability to ban nonconsensual experiments in classified research. The obstacles to reform have led to human subject protections becoming even weaker and more ineffective than during the Cold War. Utilitarian government policies have been further institutionalised and condoned by the judicial, congressional and executive branches acceptance of such policies. A few examples illustrate this: the Feres doctrine, congressional acquiescence to the executive branch in national security issues, and excessive secrecy. For these reasons, it is difficult not to conclude that the danger of further nonconsensual experiments is even greater today than during the Cold War. Reform efforts have been no match for the powerful opposition to the consent requirement. The next section reviews the failed reform efforts in response to the two major Cold War experiment programs.

7. Attempts at reform

After the CIA mind control experiments were publicly exposed in the mid-1970s, Edward Kennedy proposed legislation to 'minimize the potential for any similar abuses in the future.' However, the reforms only resulted in weak human subject protections; a system of EOs following the Common Rule (with its waiver of consent provision), and a lack of independent oversight. Since then, executive branch control over human subject protections has been consolidated and the ability to strengthen human subject protections in classified research has remained extremely limited.
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In 1994, Clinton directed the ACHRE to investigate radiation experiments so that any government wrongdoing was not repeated, but the focus was on ethics rather than law.\footnote{ACHRE, Final Report. 828. n.2 above.} It concluded: ‘Government officials and investigators are blameworthy for not having had policies and practices in place to protect the rights and interests of human subjects who were used in research from which the subjects could not possibly derive direct medical benefit.’\footnote{Ibid. at 11.} Many people criticised the report arguing the ACHRE’s conclusions were weak and, for the most part, it found no harm to the victims and named no officials to blame.\footnote{Welsome, Plutonium Files. 463 & 487. n.1 above.} However, it made several important recommendations which represented significant progress for human subject protections in classified research. In particular, the ACHRE evaluated whether human subject protections were adequate and concluded that the current system for administering human subject protections in classified research was in need of reform.\footnote{ACHRE, Final Report. 675 & 828-830. n.2 above.} It unambiguously recommended an absolute informed consent requirement for classified research:

‘Although the Advisory Committee acknowledges that both the formation of an independent review panel and an absolute informed consent requirement create opportunities for information leaks or security breaches and delays in the progress of urgent research, these disadvantages are surmountable and are more than balanced by the increased vigilance afforded the rights and interest of citizens and the safeguarding of the public’s trust in government.’\footnote{Ibid. at 830.}

If the recommendations had been followed; for the first time, nonconsensual experiments would have been banned under U.S. law. The ACHRE Final Report was an explicit recommendation to adopt ‘a federal policy requiring the informed consent of all human subjects of classified research and that this requirement not be subject to exemption or waiver.’\footnote{Ibid. at 828.} Under U.S. law, the undisputed and enduring standards for the absolute informed consent requirement - the U.S. Constitution and the Nuremberg Code - would finally have become a legal duty that researchers would be required to adhere with. It would be comparable to the ICCPR’s ban on nonconsensual experiments and Article 7(1)(k) of the Rome Statute.

Clinton’s response to the ACHRE recommendations was to issue a memorandum that included the ACHRE recommendation to prohibit the waiver of informed consent.\footnote{Memorandum, 62 FR 26369. 26 & 371. n.98 above.} However, the memorandum was only the first step in the administrative rule making process. The memorandum was a legal order requiring the HHS Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) to lead the process to amend the Common Rule. However, modifying the Common Rule has proven to be impossible. At the time of the Clinton memorandum, it required the unanimous consent of the 17 federal departments who had signed on to the Common Rule.\footnote{Statement by Jerry Menikoff, Director U.S. OHRP HHS, Role of HHS OHRP Protecting Human Research Subjects', State News Agency, 26 March 2009.} By January 2001, 15 of the agencies had signed off on the amendment but, (as is typical when the presidency changes parties) when the Bush administration took power, it ordered all pending policies suspended until they could be reviewed.\footnote{Jonathan Moreno, ‘A New World Order For Human Experiments’, (2003), Accountability in Research no 10, 54.}

So the Clinton administration and the subsequent Bush administration failed to complete the unanimous sign-off requirement.\footnote{Email from Pat Elhinnawy, HHS OHRP, Director, Public Affairs to author (1 April 2009) (on file with Essex Human Rights Review Vol. 9 No. 1, June 2012)
recommendation was never completed and the Common Rule's waiver of informed consent remains unchanged to this day. The DOD, CIA and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) currently follow the Common Rule and have promulgated special rules for classified research including an Institutional Review Board (IRB) panel review of classified research with no expedited review. The special rules do not include an absolute informed consent requirement.

Several government officials, including Greg Koski, the first director of HHS OHRP, have stated that the Common Rule system of human subject protections is inadequate and ineffective, and government experts and advisory groups have called on Congress for legislation to address issues related to the human subject protections. As noted above; since 1997, legislation for revising the Common rule has failed to pass. Nevertheless, attempts at Common Rule reforms are continuing: on 22 July 2011, the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) at the HHS announced the consideration of seven possible regulatory reforms for the Common Rule but an absolute consent requirement was not among them. Today, the two main processes for changing experimentation law remain gridlocked, with no end in sight.

The disturbing legacy of the Cold War experiments is that the U.S. government has never implemented the one reform essential for providing fundamental human subject protections - a ban on nonconsensual experiments, thus significantly increasing the danger that such experiments could happen again. As with any criminal statute, a ban would go far in preventing the act criminalised within the statute - in this case, nonconsensual experiments in classified research. Many experts agree that small unethical medical studies like the Guatemalan experiments could occur again but few believe that today's ethics would allow for widespread unethical nonconsensual experiments. However, it can be argued that widespread experiments may be possible if not likely given the right circumstances. The next section examines some of conditions that the ACHRE report stated might be warning signs of further nonconsensual experiments.

8. Continuing concerns about current nonconsensual experiments

The consensus is that the secret neuroweapons are highly likely to be at a rudimentary level of development and there is little danger of widespread secret nonconsensual experiments today. This consensus is based on two arguments. First, according to the laws of physics and neuroscience, although neuroweapons are scientifically possible, it is believed further discoveries and technical breakthroughs are necessary for their full development. Neuroscience research and technology are currently under developed;
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therefore neuroweapons are still considered science fiction today.\textsuperscript{163} Second, the U.S.
government could keep neuroweapons and nonconsensual experiments secret for years,
if not for decades.\textsuperscript{164} The next section presents an assessment of the ACHRE warning
signs and current conditions, followed by two sections that introduce an alternative
explanation that significantly challenges the consensus and its two arguments.

8.1 The ACHRE warning signs

The ACHRE described warning signs that may indicate further nonconsensual
experiments are happening again and this provides a tool to evaluate the consensus.
The 1995 ACHRE Final report warned:

'The convergence of elements of secrecy, urgent national purposes, and the essential vulnerability of
research subjects, owing to differentials in information and power between those conducting research
and those serving as subjects, could again lead to abuses of individual rights.'\textsuperscript{165}

Today, all the ACHRE warning signs are present at significant levels. A recent report by
the National Research Council covering emergent cognitive neuroscience research for
the next two decades included this key finding: 'The IC does not have the internal
capability to warn against scientific developments that could lead to major -even
catastrophic-intelligence failures in the years ahead.'\textsuperscript{166} The report further stated that
secrecy prevented adequate international oversight over foreign classified biotechnology
research involving human subjects.\textsuperscript{167} A case can be made that this would apply to the
U.S. as well. Increased secrecy after 9-11 has led to further concerns over human subject
protections. In 2001, President George W. Bush gave the HHS authority to classify
information as secret; this 'could allow the Defense Department or CIA to undertake
secret human experiments with the HHS.'\textsuperscript{168} Likewise, an Institute of Medicine (IOM)
report recommended that 'those exploring and recommending responses to bioterrorism
should consider the protection of research participants in classified and terrorism-related
research to be of the highest priority.'\textsuperscript{169}

Moreover, Professor Jack Geiger testified at a congressional hearing that,
contrary to conventional wisdom, today's ethics would probably not prevent secret
nonconsensual experiments in response to another 'intense' national security scare.\textsuperscript{170} Some recent cases of widespread, long-term, inhumane experimentation programs
include U.S. drug testing in foreign countries, leading to serious injuries and deaths.\textsuperscript{171}
'The U.S. has some of the world's strictest research safeguard but has flouted its own rules in dozens of countries, and has a history of systematic deficiencies.' This raises the question of whether the IC would ignore current ethical standards and conduct secret nonconsensual experiments for the development of secret neuroweapons.

The ACHRE warning of the essential vulnerability of research subjects remains valid today, as U.S. law currently allows for nonconsensual experiments in classified research. Perhaps the most serious ground for concern is that since World War II (continuing to this day), human experiments have been considered essential to national security research. Additionally, the constitutional rights of the individual have nearly always been outweighed by national security concerns. The combination of ACHRE warning signs indicates that the risk of current nonconsensual experiments is high. The next two sections examine in turn; first, neuroscience and secrecy; and second, allegations of current nonconsensual experiments for the development of neuroweapons to further determine the specific risk that neuroweapons pose a danger of current nonconsensual experiments.

8.2 The science of neuroweapons

The consensus argues that neuroweapons are still considered science fiction; however, at least one type of neuroweapon utilising electromagnetic radiation (EMR) has now taken on new significance. This section examines how the development of EMR neuroweapons challenges the consensus and its two arguments that neuroweapons are still likely to be rudimentary. The consensus position is presented first, followed by the challenge to the consensus.

In the last decade, ethicists and government reports on neuroweapons have included two major types of neuroweapons; neuropharmacology and the development of incapacitating chemical agents, and radiation based weapons (known as directed energy weapons) that can beam non-ionising EMR. The lead scientist in a 2012 Royal Society report stated that an 'understanding of the brain and human behaviour, coupled with developments in drug delivery, also highlight ways of degrading human performance that could possibly be used in new weapons.' The report also described directed energy neuroweapons; concluding that the threat of advanced neuroweapons is a future concern.

Since the 1950s, the U.S. military and the CIA have funded and conducted research on mind control; including EMR neuroweapons that can target and control human behaviour. Examples of EMR neuroweapons include directed energy weapons,
non-lethal weapons and antipersonnel weapons. It is well established that the human brain and body are electrochemical biological systems that communicate with electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic signals.\textsuperscript{177} EMR neuroweapons are based on the principle that external EMR signals can mimic, disrupt and affect brain and body functions;\textsuperscript{178} the study of which is bioelectromagnetism. The majority of such research has remained classified; although unclassified bioelectromagnetic research has established that non-ionising EMR can affect human behaviour.\textsuperscript{179} A few weapons utilising this research have been revealed; for example the heat wave weapon that radiates EMR to disperse riots and unruly crowds, by causing heat and pain.\textsuperscript{180}

Bioelectromagnetism seems to be important for both future neuroweapons and for solving the brain's 'so-called neural code'.\textsuperscript{181} In 2010, the prominent physicist Freeman Dyson speculated on the importance of EMR for solving how the brain works: 'The essential facts that will make detailed observation or control of a brain possible' are microwave signals and two tools; first microscopic radio transmitters and receivers; and second, a tool to convert neural signals into radio signals and vice versa.\textsuperscript{182} Other prevailing scientific viewpoints about EMR support the argument this research is still rudimentary 'Even though the body is basically an electrochemical system, modern science has almost exclusively been concerned with the chemical aspect.'\textsuperscript{183} Many argue that the study of bioelectromagnetism had been discredited during the first half of the twentieth century and has no scientific validity.\textsuperscript{184} In 1910, the Carnegie Foundation conducted a review of U.S. medical education and it dismissed the "unscientific" use of electric devices - some but not all were of questionable medical value - and also any medical practice not based on the prevailing biochemical theory.\textsuperscript{185} So all mentions of medical devices based on bioelectricity were driven from the classroom.\textsuperscript{186}

Physicians discovered that ionising EMR frequencies such as in x-rays could produce cancer and that non-ionising EMR frequencies below light did not seem to cause cancer. Therefore the general conclusion was that non-ionising EMR had no biological effects: 'Classical concepts of physics simply did not allow for any meaningful interaction between any form of non-ionising electromagnetic radiation and living organisms.'\textsuperscript{187} In addition, since World War II, the DOD has heavily relied on radar and
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other EMR technologies. Some argue that to prevent lawsuits over possible health effects from exposure to EMR, the DOD maintain a policy that there are 'no proven biological effects' from EMR; only heating effects, similar to a microwave oven. Recently, the U.S. Air Force stated its official position was that there are no proven biological effects of EMR. These prevailing scientific viewpoints have been firmly in place since World War II and likely contributed to the current consensus that there is no proven scientific basis establishing EMR neuroweapons could be a serious threat comparable to the atomic bomb. Despite the decades of funding for secret EMR neuroweapons research beginning with the 1950s CIA mind control experiments, the weapons are not considered a significant threat to national security today. This is highlighted by recent civilian reports and articles on neuroscience applications to national security only examining rudimentary directed energy weapons under development. However, emerging evidence challenges this consensus. Robert Oppenheimer, scientific director of the Manhattan Project, testified at a 1945 congressional hearing that some U.S. physicists correctly speculated that an atomic bomb was being built, although they kept the information secret. Similarly, prominent bioelectromagnetic scientists wrote about EMR mind control weapons during and after the Cold War, and left significant clues about another weapon comparable to the atomic bomb. Most neuroscientists lack information about the history and science of EMR neuroweapons that seems to have begun in the 1950s and they cannot comprehend the possibility and the consequences of the secret development of such weapons. Furthermore, Cold War secrecy and disinformation tactics included 'active deception' to make the science of EMR mind control seem 'absolutely unbelievable.' The next three subsections examine the development of EMR neuroweapons beginning with the 1950s and the clues left by bioelectromagnetics researchers.

8.21 EMR neuroweapons in the 1950s; a national security issue

In the 1950s, the U.S. and former Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.) seemed to have discovered the weapons potential of EMR. In 1953, the U.S.S.R. began bombarding the U.S. Embassy in Moscow with low level EMR and 'five presidents kept it secret.' The CIA analysed the bombardment of the U.S. Embassy with microwaves and discovered it matched those microwave characteristics mentioned in published Soviet experiments involving behavioral effects in rats. Milton Zaret was contacted by Samuel Koslov (the advisor to the President on this issue); Zaret had previously conducted research for the CIA.
which suggested it might be possible for microwaves to be used to create an advanced mind control weapon. Zaret’s experiments for the CIA replicated Soviet rat experiments on the behavioural effects of microwaves which were ‘translated into the different scientific nomenclature used in the United States, like a microwave Rosetta Stone.’

This is one of several indications that despite the prevailing scientific viewpoints on the lack of EMR bioeffects, some EMR bioeffects research was scientifically sound and it was also a significant national security concern.

In 1965, Koslov, who also worked for the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), ran the Pentagon’s Project Pandora; which secretly studied the behavioural and biological effects of low-level modulated microwaves. Ross Adey (a pioneer of bioelectromagnetic medicine), Zaret and other bioelectromagnetics experts were consulted by U.S. government agencies or conducted secret work on Project Pandora.

These experts found that EMR affected the nervous system; however Koslov later destroyed the Project Pandora documents, reporting he did not have enough room to store them. Koslov concluded, without explanation, that ‘the Moscow microwave beam was not an effective mind-control weapon’; however, a recent Washington Post article stated that Project Pandora conclusions were uncertain: ‘The results were mixed, and the program was plagued by disagreements and scientific squabbles.’

At the same time, CIA EMR mind control research was considered of primary importance to national security: ‘Experts agree that nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIER) can affect behavior, but the question is whether the radiation can be harnessed and used on people at a distance. With its MKULTRA program the C.I.A. began looking for the answer.’ In the 1960s and 1970s, the electromagnetic aspect of neuroscience research was well funded and classified by the U.S. government. It seems clear that the U.S. government was aware of the EMR research that suggested the weapons potential of EMR bioeffects. Furthermore, a small number of scientists were instrumental in establishing the scientific basis for bioelectromagnetic medicine. They found ‘truly remarkable interactions between electromagnetic fields and the brain’ but the relevant experiments were hidden from view by the Cold War. As a result of both secrecy and prevailing scientific thought, however, bioelectromagnetic research has remained underfunded and disregarded by the mainstream scientific community.
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example, in the 1960s, Allen Frey, a neuroscientist, tested microwave radiation on animals and found evidence that electricity seems to affect brain activity.\footnote{Ketcham, n.192 above.} Frey stated that the Pentagon hired scientists who published research disputing Frey's findings while at the same time refusing to reveal their methodology and data.\footnote{Ibid.} Moreover, in the 1970s, his government contractors told him to cover up his research or they would terminate his contract.\footnote{Ketcham, n.192 above.} Numerous bioelectromagnetics scientists reported similar treatment by the U.S. government.\footnote{Ibid. See also Pasternak, 40. n.177. See also Robert Becker, Cross Currents: The perils of electropollution, the promise of electromedicine, (New York, NY: Jeremy P. Tarcher/Penguin, 1990), 344-7. And Steneck, 118, n.203 above.} At that time, most researchers, including neuroscientists, still held the prevailing scientific viewpoints on the lack of proven biological effects of EMR.\footnote{Steneck, 121, n.203 above.} Thus the weapons potential of the bioelectromagnetics research remained out of the public view.

8.22 \textit{The 1980s; a turning point for bioelectromagnetics researchers}

In the 1980s, bioelectromagnetics researchers felt that their research could lead to EMR weapons comparable to the atomic bomb; a further indication that the study of the electromagnetic aspect of the electrochemical brain seemed to be critical to national security. These researchers discovered that when information was embedded onto a carrier EMR wave it 'induced the widest variety of biological effects'; although how this happened was not known.\footnote{Ketcham, n.192 above.} Their experiments suggested externally applied electromagnetic fields had a scientifically measurable effect on electromagnetic processes of transformation, transfer, coding, and storage of information in living systems; including in the brain.\footnote{Samuel Koslov, 'Bridging the Gap', in Ross Adey, Albert Lawrence ed., International Conference on Nonlinear Electrodynamics in Biological Systems, (New York: Plenum Press, 1984), 586. See also Alexandser Presman, Electromagnetic Fields and Life, (New York NY: Plenum Press, 1970) \footnote{Reppert, n.207 above.} At the same time, the Russian EMR neuroweapons programs expanded and the related U.S. programs were defunded and classified as secret.\footnote{Pasternak, 40, n.177 above.} 'Independent scientists have found it very difficult to obtain

Similarly, neuroscience research with implants which electrically stimulated the brain were apparently no longer supported: ‘brain-stimulation studies back in the U.S. bogged down in ethical controversies, grants dried up, and researchers drifted to other fields, notably psychopharmacology, which seemed to be a much safer, more effective way to treat brain disorders.’

Even the related military research seemed to disappear into classified research; the Army Research Institute worked on a variety of "neurotechnologies" in the mid-1980s, ostensibly abandoning the program . . . military officers will not comment on the success or failure of such programs.

Several researchers felt that a letter should be written to the President about the emerging weapons potential of bioelectromagnetics research, similar to the 1939 letter written to President Roosevelt about the weapons potential of nuclear physics. For example, Robert Becker, twice nominated for a Nobel Prize for his bioelectromagnetics research, described a military report that stated microwave pulses appeared to produce stimulation in the central nervous system. Becker stated the stimulation was comparable to Jose Delgado’s research that found brain implants could be remotely controlled to electrically stimulate an animal’s brain to control various complex behaviours, instincts and emotions. Weapons based on microwave pulses with the capability of precise mind control without the need for implants remain unproven but in the mid-1980s, Becker recounted several researchers surmised such a weapon was a possibility. Most would agree that if developed, such a weapon could be comparable to an atomic bomb.

Becker had witnessed decades of bioelectromagnetics research, the growing U.S. and Russian interest in EMR weapons and excessive government secrecy including government deception and disinformation techniques. In conversation with another pioneer of bioelectromagnetics research (Professor AR Liboff), Becker always maintained the belief that both the U.S. and Russian governments were very much involved in EMR mind control research. Both Becker and Adey felt that electromagnetic mind control was inevitable. On a 1984 BBC documentary on Project Pandora, Becker surmised that there could be a super-secret Manhattan Project to develop EMR weapons and that the best cover story, the official explanation for secret government research, would be that EMR weapons were not scientifically possible. Despite the increasing scientific research suggesting that the human body and brain are
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affected by EMR, the U.S. government continued to claim that the science for EMR neuroweapons had never been proven and such weapons were science fiction. Becker may be proved to be right about a secret project and accompanying cover story: as Oppenheimer explained, scientists who are familiar with the science surrounding secret weapons have a greater chance of correctly speculating about what weapons the government may be secretly developing.

In a 2011 interview, Elizabeth Rauscher, a physicist who has conducted bioelectromagnetics research since the 1970s, corroborated Becker's explanation. Rauscher has concentrated on EMR bioeffects research to enhance health and she recounted that in the 1980s, many bioelectromagnetics researchers were discussing EMR bioeffects, its importance to neuroscience and weapons research, comparable to the atomic bomb. She stated her belief that Becker's general hypothesis on how the brain and neuroweapons could work was scientifically valid, although admitting she had rejected the possibility of EMR bioeffects until she had observed and conducted experiments herself.

8.23 The 1990s and beyond; EMR neuroweapons and excessive secrecy

Decades of further comparable secret research in both the U.S. and Russia indicate that EMR neuroweapons continue to merit the interest of both countries. In 1986, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev discussed 'weapons based on new physical principles' including EMR weapons that could 'strike at personnel'. A 2002 U.S. Air Force document on future weapons described the science for remote targeting as:

'High risk endeavours with high payoffs, difficult to attain but probably achievable. . . . With the advent of directed energy and other revolutionaries technologies, the ability to instantaneously project very precise amounts of various types of energy anywhere in the world can become a reality.'

Dennis Bushnell, chief scientist at NASA's Langley Research Centre, tagged microwave attacks against the human brain as part of future warfare and stated that such weapons will remain classified. Likewise, Russian president Vladimir Putin described a new military program to develop electromagnetic weapons that target the nervous system: 'Such high-tech weapons systems will be comparable in effect to nuclear weapons, but will be more acceptable in terms of political and military ideology.' Since the 1990s, U.S. EMR antipersonnel weapons have been surrounded by extreme secrecy. For example, Louis Slesin, the editor of the trade publication, Microwave News for over 30 years stated that these programs - particularly those involving antipersonnel research - were so well guarded that details were scarce. “People [in the military] go silent on this issue,” says Slesin, “more than any other issue. People just do not want to talk about
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Cold War Nonconsensual Experiments

the consensus is resolute that despite the decades of secret research, such weapons are highly unlikely to be successfully developed.

To summarise, it can be argued that the consensus has been misled by a lack of basic information on the history and science of bio electromagnetics and EMR neuroweapons. By both chance and design, the U.S. government has maintained a nearly complete monopoly over a fundamental area of neuroscience research that seems to be critical to national security, the electromagnetic aspect of the electrochemical brain. There seems to be four major factors behind the consensus and its failure to recognise the importance of EMR neuroweapons; first, the prevailing scientific viewpoint that bioelectricity has been discredited since the beginning of the twentieth century; second, the prevailing scientific viewpoint that because non-ionising radiation exposure did not seem to produce cases of cancer, there was no indication that EMR could produce bioeffects or react with the human body; third, the Defense Department's official policy of 'no proven bioeffects of EMR'; which, some have argued, is maintained to avoid lawsuits over possible health effect from EMR based radar and other critical technologies; and fourth, excessive U.S. secrecy methods surrounding EMR neuroweapons since World War II. Consequently the promising unclassified EMR bioeffects research on the brain remained under funded and could not overcome the prevailing scientific viewpoints.

A case can be made that EMR neuroweapons could be comparable to the atomic bomb because the weapons are based on one of two fundamental brain processes; the electromagnetic aspect of the electrochemical brain. The obscure fact required to understand the potential of EMR neuroweapons is an understanding of the importance of bioelectromagnetism. It now appears that EMR neuroweapons are based on a fundamental but disregarded area of neuroscience that is vital to national security. Without the availability of key neuroscience research to unclassified researchers, successfully developed EMR neuroweapons have been inconceivable. At the same time, decades of scientific breakthroughs resulting in advanced EMR neuroweapons could have taken place under classified conditions. In this way, the tremendous weapons potential of EMR neuroweapons may have remained hidden in plain sight. The history, science and excessive secrecy regarding bioelectromagnetics research suggests that if EMR neuroweapons were developed, they might be as dangerous as the atomic bomb and EMR neuroweapons may pose a significant, but completely overlooked danger.

It could be argued the consequences of excessive U.S. government secrecy surrounding EMR neuroweapons are dangerous:

'Because of the overall bias toward secrecy the salient danger is not that information vital to national security will be disclosed, but that politically critical decisions will be made without due consultation either horizontally or vertically, inside the bureaucracies or in the country at large.'

An arguable comparison could be made with Congress funding the Manhattan Project without knowing what was involved and Vice President Harry Truman only learning about the Project when President Roosevelt died. The issue of neuroweapons could be the new danger: 'The science in question now is not physics, but neuroscience, and the question is whether we can control its militarization.'

Public discussions seemingly
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ignore the fact that the answer to the question might be no; for over half a century, the development and militarisation of one critical area of neuroscience - the electromagnetic aspect of the electrochemical brain - has been controlled and monopolised by the U.S. government.

Overall, the consensus that neuroscience is rudimentary and neuroweapons are science fiction appears to be in a weak position. At the same time, the alternative position that EMR neuroweapons are more advanced than civilian, unclassified neuroscience research would suggest and that EMR neuroweapons have successfully been kept secret for decades is gaining in credibility. The next section examines the widespread allegations that current nonconsensual experiments are used for the development of neuroweapons and the significant indications that such experiments could be kept secret for decades.

8.3 Allegations of current nonconsensual experiments

Since the CIA mind control experiments began, there have been unusually persistent and widespread allegations of nonconsensual mind control experiments beyond those that came to light in the 1970s. When Seymour Harsh, a well-known U.S. investigative journalist, wrote on biological warfare in the 1960s, he was reported to have 'regularly received twenty-page reports from various persons alleging incredible CIA ventures into brainwashing and mind-control'.\(^{249}\) Likewise, after Professor Jonathan Moreno wrote books and articles on Cold War experiments and neuroweapons, thousands contacted him because they believe they are victimised by such experiments.\(^{250}\)

Not only the U.S., but major world powers could be testing EMR neuroweapons on non-consenting human research subjects. The growing numbers of allegations of nonconsensual mind control experiments include claims from major countries around the world.\(^{251}\) For example, after the 1989 breakup of the former Soviet Union, Russian newspapers reported large numbers of alleged victims of Russian mind control experiments and public figures have claimed EMR neuroweapons have been deployed to target and torture for political purposes. Putin recently speculated that the new EMR neuroweapons to be funded and developed in Russia could be used for political purposes (above). Also in 2009, newspapers reported the alleged microwave targeting of former Honduran leader Manuel Zelaya during Brazilian Embassy siege.\(^{252}\) A complaint was filed with the Permanent Council of the Organisation of American States (OAS) which condemned 'the hostile action by the de facto regime against the embassy of Brazil in Tegucigalpa and the harassment of its occupants through deliberate actions that affect them physically and psychologically and violate their human rights.'\(^{253}\) Another political case was alleged in 2011; the running mate of Taiwan opposition presidential candidate James Soong claimed he had come under attack from 'electromagnetic waves' launched by a local intelligence unit.\(^{254}\)

An example of alleged use of EMR neuroweapons and torture is the case of Tek
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Nath Rizal, a prominent government consultant to the South Asian country of Bhutan before he exposed corruption in high places. He became a popular political figure and internationally recognised human rights activist. Tek Nath Rizal spent several years of imprisonment in Bhutan and alleged government mind control torture with secret electromagnetic radiation (EMR) mind control weapons. The U.S. Department of State and Amnesty International regarded Rizal as a political prisoner and he won his release from prison and wrote a book about his experiences.

Most allegations sound like science fiction and include the same cluster of symptoms. Victims state that they are observed and targeted 24 hours a day for years on end via remote communication technologies interacting with their brains. They state that the methods used are destructive and debilitating. Some fear they have been the subject of a government program designed to develop a mind control weapons system. The alleged victims claim they have been the targets of terrifying and effective remote mind control weapons that can neutralise the enemy without killing them.

Victims allege that the decades of secret research supports the argument that, unlike the atomic bomb - which became known to the public when it exploded over Japan- some EMR neuroweapons are likely be surreptitious intelligence weapons, whose power lies in keeping them secret. Surreptitious weapons would likely remain classified, never to be revealed to the public; they would be silent, undetectable, and leave no trace evidence behind- thus creating a more ominous threat to fundamental human rights than the atomic bomb. Currently the consensus is that mind control allegations are a contemporary social phenomenon or a conspiracy theory and the claims have been dismissed without further investigation. An alternative explanation is the emergence of secret neuroweapons and a case can be made that nonconsensual experiments may have been kept secret for decades.

The victims of alleged nonconsensual mind control experiments now have a plausible basis for their claims; first, the lessons of the Cold War experiments suggest that widespread nonconsensual experiments could happen again; and second, the U.S. government’s nearly complete, decades-long monopoly over a fundamental area of neuroscience research that forms the scientific basis for EMR neuroweapons. EMR neuroweapons, if they were developed successfully, could be a type of weapon more dangerous than the atomic bomb: the surreptitious characteristics of EMR neuroweapons coupled with the government secrecy surrounding them means that the public, including experts, would remain unaware of the danger. The allegations could be a case of nonconsensual experimentation involving a new category of secret weapons and fundamental human rights violations. This lends further support to the significant and urgent need for U.S. and international laws banning nonconsensual experiments.

9. Conclusion
Nonconsensual experimentation in national security research is a longstanding intractable problem. Nonconsensual experiments are still legal both internationally and more specifically in the U.S. in practise if not in principle and will most likely remain so for decades to come. A critical first step towards a ban on nonconsensual experiments is to recognise how and why past reforms have failed. Today, the unspoken U.S. government policy that nonconsensual experiments are essential to national security remains the norm. Medical, pharmaceutical and national security interests continue to be an impenetrable barrier to reform efforts, and government policies continue to maintain the
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status quo allowing for nonconsensual experiments under U.S. law. Consequently, the problem of nonconsensual experiments is preventable, but the odds against successful reforms are formidable.

Today, the ethical and legal basis for the requirement of informed consent in classified research is well supported. However, the ethical and legal commitments upholding informed consent in human experiments are not legally binding and remedies are not accessible. In the U.S., reform efforts have led to symbolic changes without substance as human subject protections offer no protection from unlawful and nonconsensual experiments. Consequently, there is a strong argument for both adopting an international convention making nonconsensual experimentation an international crime, and for legislating to make nonconsensual experimentation in the U.S. a crime.

In the U.S., Congress should pass legislation to specifically prevent experiments similar to the widely condemned Cold War experiments. Although this narrower and more focused approach would still face an uphill battle, this effort may have the best chance of succeeding. Reform efforts must also concentrate on lobbying the President to send the following clear message: give the constitutional right to be free from nonconsensual experimentation priority over national security research priorities. In light of the complete concentration of power in the executive branch regarding human subject protections in classified experiments, any lesser efforts are most likely to fail. Finally, the totality of the evidence regarding allegations that current nonconsensual experiments are used for the development of neuroweapons is significant and is cause for concern; a thorough impartial investigation should be carried out.